Silent Library Explanation of Tasks (Can also be used for Fear Factor or Total Blackout)

Rules of the game – please treat team members with respect. If at any point I feel you are mistreating each other, you may be subject to disqualification. This also applies to treatment of other teams. No sabotaging other team members or you may be disqualified. You will be judged by the librarian and I on a scale of 0-5, 5 being the most quiet, 0 being the loudest. All scores are fair and final and are not subject to discussion or rebuttal – no comments on it not being fair. You can refuse to do a task and still redeem points if another team member volunteers to do the task. If no one is willing to do the task, then you will receive a 0. All those in the audience have to be silent as well in order to appropriately judge the contestants.

The Big Bust
The contestant must endure a balloon being blown up under his/her shirt until it busts.

Got the Willies?
The contestant must endure wet willies in each ear from his/her teammates.

Ice Cold
The contestant must stand in a bucket of ice cold water for 20 seconds.

Shot O’ Soy
The contestant must do a shot of soy sauce.

How would you like your eggs?
The contestant must endure eggs being smashed on the top of his/her head from his teammates.

Stay Puft Marshmallow Mouth (Chubby Chew)
The contestant must eat 5 marshmallows in 15 seconds.

Snapping Towels
The contestant must be smacked in the rear with snapping towels from his fellow teammates.

Plucked
The contestant must endure a hair being plucked from each eye brow from fellow teammates.

Stinky Whip
The contestant must eat whip cream from a dirty old shoe.

All Fizzed Up
The contestant must stop the fizz with his/her mouth from escaping the bottle of coke with a Mento dropped in.

Antsy for Candy
The contestant must eat chocolate covered insects in 20 seconds.
NOOGIE!
The contestant must endure noogies given by his teammates for 10 seconds.

Upset Bag Lady
The contestant must face an upset bag lady.

Hot Tamale!
The contestant must eat a hot pepper.

Mayo Cone
The contestant must eat an ice cream cone filled with mayonnaise.

Round & Round
The contestant must be spun round and round by his teammates and then made to walk in a straight line.

Pillow Fight (Sleepover Rage)
The contestant must defend him/herself in a pillow fight with the teammates.

Feather Delight
The contestant must endure 30 seconds of being tickled by feathers from his/her teammates.

Indian Burn
The contestant must endure Indian Burns or snake bites from his teammates on each arm.

Double Chew
The contestant must chew a piece of gum for 15 seconds that has already been chewed.

Snapped
The contestant must undergo rubber bands being snapped against his/her arm.

Shot Through the Heart
The contestant must endure Nerf arrows being repeatedly shot at his/her chest for 20 seconds.

Chocolate Stretch
The contestant must wear a headband with chocolates dangling from it and eat the chocolates without using his/her hands.

Swat the Fly
The contestant must undergo teammates attempting to swat a fly circling around his/her head.

Suspender Strike
The contestant must endure teammates pulling back on suspenders and then releasing them.

Siracha/Wasabi Peas
The teens must eat 10-15 peas in one minute.
Lifesaver Relay
Split into two teams. Teens sit alongside table, one team on a side. Give each teen a wrapped lifesaver and a coffee stirrer. Teens should open the lifesaver prior to the challenge beginning, and place it on the table. Once whistle blows, first two teens put coffee stirrer in their mouth and pick up lifesaver without using their hands, only the coffee stirrer. Once they accomplish it, next teen on their team goes. First team to finish wins.

Bubble blowing
Give teens 2-3 bubblegum balls. They have 60-90 seconds to chew it up and blow a bubble.

Balloons in the air
Blow up balloons so there are 1-2 more than team members. They must keep the balloons in the air for 90 seconds without talking (for Silent Library) or they lose a point every time a balloon hits the floor (other games).

Moving Silently
Attach a bell or shaker (usually available to borrow from the children’s dept) to the teen’s knee using a rubber band. Teens must walk from one side of the room to the other (start and finish lines with tape are a must) without making a sound.

Laser grid
Create a laser grid across a hallway or between two tables using red yarn and small bells. Tape the yarn to secure; teens must get across grid without causing bells to sound.

Toe signature
Teens must write their full name (first, middle, and last) with their toes and a marker.

Baby food (Baby Buffet)
Purchase baby food (pureed beef & veggies are particularly gross) and make teens eat it!

Bejeweled Blitz
Using two iPads, teens face head-to-head through Blitz to get the highest score. Other fun app games for this include Oops, Unlock Me, and Jetpack Joyride.

Unwrap
While wearing huge ski gloves or tube socks, teen unwrap Hershey kisses. You could give them a set number to unwrap, or whoever unwraps the most in a given time period wins.

Hex Nut Stack
Give teens hex nuts and a chopstick. Whoever can get the tallest stack wins! This is a lot harder than it seems.

Marble Relay
Teens use spoons to carry marbles from one side of the room to the other. You could also use sprinkles, beads, or other small objects.
**Bucket head**
Attach small cups to headbands. Teens must throw balls into the air and catch it in their bucket without using their hands.

**Origami race**
Teens must make a simple origami figure in a set amount of time. Often, I tell them they need one for every team member – they don’t all have to make one, but someone needs to figure it out!

**Morse code**
Give teens a cipher and an encoded message. Can be used with any other kind of code, too!

**Weird food**
Challenge them to eat any kind of weird food! Bonus points if it just LOOKS like weird food.

**Egyptian Wrap**
Teammates wrap you in toilet paper - 1 roll per person

**Bunny Hopping**
Run an obstacle course of cones on a hopper ball

**Ballet Dancer**
Duplicate complicated ballet moves from a YouTube video

**Feathered Frolic**
You must do the chicken dance

**Beach Ball Assault**
Teammates bounce beach balls off of you for 30 seconds

**Penne Step**
You have to crush all the pieces of penne pasta into smaller pieces using your bare feet

**Airplane Attack**
Teammates throw paper airplanes at you for 30 seconds

**Syrup Shot**
You must take a shot of maple syrup - use small bathroom cups

**PB Annoyance**
You must eat a heaping tablespoon of peanut butter in 20 seconds

**Zen Balance**
Duplicate complicated yoga moves from a YouTube video
**Cocoa Shooter**
You must drink a shot of chocolate syrup - use small bathroom cups

**Vomit Snacker**
Teens must eat a mix of chocolate, pistachio and tapioca puddings

**Poop Scoop Relay**
Teens must scoop unwrapped Tootsie Rolls from kitty litter in 30 seconds

**Breaking Wind**
Teens must all sit on whoopee cushions without laughing (The only sound allowed is the whoopee cushion)

**Bloodshot**
Teens must drink a shot of strawberry syrup

**Thriller Stepping**
Teens must dance along to the video of Thriller by Michael Jackson

**Happy Meal Challenge**
Teens must drink an entire Happy Meal blended and puréed together (including the drink)